Employing a Fox-Li approach, we derived the cold-cavity mode structure and a coupled mode theory for a phased array of N single-transverse-mode active waveguides with feedback from an external cavity. We applied the analysis to a system with arbitrary laser lengths, external cavity design and coupling strengths to the external cavity. The entire system was treated as a single resonator. The effect of the external cavity was modeled by a set of boundary conditions expressed by an N -by-N frequency-dependent matrix relation between incident and reflected fields at the interface with the external cavity. The coupled mode theory can be adapted to various types of gain media and internal and external cavity designs.
INTRODUCTION
Passive phasing of arrays of lasers for coherent beam combining allows for generation of high-brightness coherent beams.
1 As the number of sub-cavities increases, the differences in the lasers (such as length differences in fiber lasers) make it difficult to find such a stable mode that corresponds to phased behavior. Although each sub-cavity has its own mode structure when uncoupled, when connected to an external cavity the mode structure is not conserved.
2, 3
Past work has treated the case of weak coupling of laser arrays to an external cavity. When the coupling between the lasers and the external cavities is sufficiently weak, it is possible to use the modes of the sub-cavities and couple them. Since each sub-cavity is only weakly coupled to the outside system, the internal mode structure is still relevant and can be used in the description of the whole systems mode structure and dynamics.
4-11
However, for strongly coupled systems the relevant mode structure is that of the whole cavity.
2, 12, 13 Whole resonator modes have been employed in describing laser arrays with transverse coupling.
14 Specifically, coupled mode theory using whole cavity modes has been used extensively in describing multi-stripe broad-area laser arrays, [15] [16] [17] multi-core fiber lasers, 18 VCSELs, 19, 20 transversely coupled semiconductor lasers, 21, 22 and arrays of other transversely coupled waveguides. [23] [24] [25] In this paper we look at systems of lasers coupled through an external resonator with no transverse coupling. A coupled mode description including both transverse and longitudinal dynamics has been used to study such a system of two lasers. 26 Systems of N lasers have also been studied using iterated maps. 27, 28 The nonlinear Schrodinger equation to model longitudinal dynamics has also been used to study N -laser systems with external coupling. 29 Also, a coupled mode description has been developed that addresses transverse behavior for fixed longitudinal modes.
The cavity losses are a collective property of the cavity architecture and field structure. In a compound laser structure, the cavity losses are sensitive to small frequency and phase changes in the field distribution. Therefore, in our analysis we consider the entire cavity modes. Each mode is specified by a frequency and vector of complex amplitudes. We show how these modes can be used to construct a dynamical model for a system of lasers. The cold cavity description as it is derived is valid for arrays of waveguides with non-overlapping waveguide modes. It is possible to use other types of mode coupling such as through polarization fields. We also assume a single polarization in the lasers. As an example, we look at the cold-cavity modes of an array of waveguides coupled through the self-Fourier cavity.
In Section 2, we derive the round-trip propagator for the compound cavity and show how the modes are found from the propagator. In Section 3 we show how we can use the modes of the derived propagator to define a coupled mode expansion of Maxwell's equations. In our system, the modes are coupled through interaction between the gain medium and the fields. Finally in Section 4, we treat an array of five waveguides coupled through a self-Fourier cavity and show how the mode structure changes with disorder in waveguide lengths.
CAVITY MODES
A schematic diagram of the laser array is shown in Figure 1 . Each laser cavity can have a unique length and the external cavity, specified by a Green's function, is of arbitrary architecture. We begin by considering field in the compound resonator. Let Ψ be the state-vector of the field. We can express Ψ in terms of a superposition of mode fields in each laser so that we have
. . .
where ψ j (x, y, z) is the jth total cavity mode and a j is the jth amplitude of that mode. It is important to emphasize the fact that the total cavity mode is a mode of the entire array and describes behavior of each laser in the array simultaneously. The state of the nth laser in the jth mode is then ψ j,n (x, y, z). Each mode ψ j (x, y, z) must satisfy the Helmholtz equation and corresponding boundary conditions. 2 The boundary conditions come from the geometry of the compound resonator. We are making the assumption that each amplifier operates on a single transverse-mode. Each mode is a vector of N dimensions with the nth element representing the modal field of the the nth waveguide.
The Helmholtz equation gives the following eigenvalue equation at a frequency ω in the nth waveguide
where ψ n (x, y, z) = ψ n (x, y)e ±iβnz is a mode field for the array, β n is the modal propagation constant for the nth waveguide, n n (x, y) is the index of refraction of the nth waveguide, and ∇ 2 T is the transverse Laplace operator.
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This is an eigenvalue equation yielding multiple solutions for ψ n (x, y) and β n for each ω. Note that for every positive value of β n , there is a solution of the opposite sign. The solutions may be bound or unbound. We assume that there is only one bound solution. As a solution, we obtain
where F n and B n are determined from the boundary conditions at z = −L n and at z = 0. The solution β(ω) can be written as
where n eff,n is a scalar quantity representing an effective index of refraction for the sub-cavity. Since the gain bandwidth limits the range of frequencies, we can assume that β n (ω) is linear in ω and let n eff,n represent effective adjustment to the constant of proportionality.
The coefficients F n and B n represent the forward propagating and backward propagating parts of the mode field (respectively) and can be determined from the boundary conditions at z = −L n and at z = 0. We take the reference plane (z = 0) in this case, to be just inside of the facet of the amplifier. A schematic of this is shown in Figure 2 . Neglecting coupling to other modes, which is consistent when deriving cold cavity modes, we obtain --r r r'
A out,n A in,n F n B n Figure 2 . Schematic picture of a single amplifier in the array. Ain,n is the incoming field to the nth amplifier and Aout,n is the outgoing field from the nth amplifier. r is the outcoupling facet reflectivity and r' is the reflectivity of the back of the amplifier.
the relation
We let A in,n represent the amplitude of the incoming field from the out-coupler and A out,n represent the amplitude of the outgoing field from the out-coupler, as in Figure 2 . Solving for F n in terms of A in,n using the boundary conditions shown in the figure, we define the operator Γ n if (ω)
and solving for A out,n in terms of F n , we define the operator Γ n f o (ω)
This yields the single sub-cavity operator Γ n (ω)
We let coupling through the external cavity be represented by a matrix K(ω) whose mnth element represents coupling between the nth and mth laser facet. Typical derivation for K(ω) is included in Appendix A. We use this derivation for the external cavity operator
For the reference plane inside the sub cavities, the full roundtrip through the system is
which in matrix form is
where Γ f o (ω) and Γ if (ω) are diagonal matrices whose nnth entries are Γ F n . So, given F , we can find B through
where Γ bf (ω) is a diagonal matrix whose nn element is
The modes of the cavity are then determined by the set of complex frequencies {ω j } that satisfy the equation using the roundtrip operator from Eq.(11):
The N different eigenvectors of the operator Γ F (ω j ) are the forward propagating amplitudes of the mode fields for ω j . The backwards amplitudes of the mode fields can be found using Eq. (12) . So for each ω j there are N eigenfunctions. To avoid over-indexing, we will let there be N values of j with the same frequency value. So the solution in the nth resonator is
where β n (ω j ) is now complex since it is linear in ω j . The field can then be expressed as
where ψ j (x, y, z) is a vector of wave-guid modes ψ j,n (x, y, z) and a j =ã j (t)e iωj t so thatã j (t) is a slowly varying amplitude envelope of the jth frequency. From Eq.(15), we can see that the imaginary part of ω j represents modal loss in the cold cavity.
COUPLED MODE MODEL
For a system with gain, we consider the wave wave equation for a field in the resonator:
where n tot is the complex spatio-temporal index of refraction in the active cavity and c is the speed of light.
2, 31
Since there is an array of amplifiers, each amplifier has its own time-dependent index of refraction
where n is the cold cavity (time independent) index of refraction in the amplifier array and ∆n(x, y, z, t) is the time-dependent portion of the index of refraction. We use n tot (x, y, z, t) 2 = n 2 (x, y, z) + 2n∆n(x, y, z, t), to first order in ∆n. We expand Eq.(16) in terms of the cavity modes derived in Section 2, giving
We let a j =ã j e −iωj t , whereã j is slowly varying function of time. Sinceã j is the slowly varying component, we have that
As in Section 2, we assume ψ j satisfies the Helmholtz equation,
We substitute this relation into Eq. (19) and left multiply by c 2 2 n −1 (n is invertible since it is diagonal). We also eliminate terms proportional to ∆n dã dt since both terms are small. We now obtain
For clarity, we repeat that n and ∆n are matrices and ψ j is a vector.
Consider a vector φ i = [φ i,1 (x, y, z), ..., φ i,N (x, y, z)] T . Since we assume non-overlapping waveguide fields, we can define the inner product φ † i ψ j as
In fact, any eigenvector for a single frequency a closed resonator has a bi-orthogonal set φ i for which φ † i ψ j = δ ij .
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This is because for each frequency, the resonator has a complete set of eigenvectors (though perhaps with zero eigenvalues for some of the vectors). However for multiple frequencies there is no constraint of bi-orthogonality since each frequency itself has N eigenvectors of dimension N . This means that the modes of different frequencies should interact with one another even in the cold-cavity system. 1 (x, y, z) , ..., φ i,N (x, y, z)] and integrating, we obtain
Left multiplying by φ
We now let C be a matrix such that C ij = φ † i nψ j , let Q(t) be a time-dependent matrix such that Q ij (t) = φ † i ∆n(t)ψ j . Note that the indexing here is not related to frequency-that is, there should be N indices (j, ...j+N − 1) which have the same frequency ω j , representing the N eigenvectors corresponding to ω j . Let A = [ã 1 , ...,ã N ] T , let Ω be a diagonal matrix whose iith element is ω i . Then Eq.(22) becomes:
Note that the matrix inCΩe iΩt is not guaranteed to be invertible.
We further separate the dynamic part of the index of refraction into a real ( ) and imaginary ( ) part: ∆n = ∆n + i∆n . The imaginary part of the index of refraction is proportional to the gain in the amplifier: ∆n = − πc ω G, where G is the gain.
2 The real part is proportional to the imaginary constant by the Henry constant: ∆n = α H ∆n . 34 We assume saturable gain in the laser, giving
where E j and N j are the total field and the number of carriers (or population inversion) in the jth amplifier respectively. In the gain saturation expression, g is the differential gain coefficient and s is the saturation coefficient. In this case, ω is a chosen central frequency. We can find the total field by the relation
where the sum is over the modes.
The dynamics of the carriers are expressed as a simple rate equation which includes terms describing positive pump current, carrier decay,and carrier loss through stimulated emission. We can use the following equation:
which is usually used to describe a semiconductor laser in the Lang-Kobayashi model. 5 The equation describes a two-level system. So, using Eqns. 23, 24, 25, and 26, we have a dynamical description of the modal interactions in the cavity. Eq. (23) can be written more explicitly in matrix form:
1 (t) . . .
So the system of equations is a set of M +N ordinary differential equations. There are M equations corresponding to the M modal amplitude envelopes and N equations corresponding to the carriers in each waveguide. The matrix operator C on the left hand side of Eq. (27) is the time-independent mode overlap matrix. The matrix operator Q(t) on the right-hand side shows how the modes interact through the complex nonlinear time-dependent index of refraction. Note the the elements of both of these matrices are inner products as defined in Eq. (21) . In the final set of equations, we have assumed no z dependence for the index of refraction. So ∆n can be treated as a diagonal matrix of scalar complex numbers ∆n n (t) as defined in Eq.(24).
EXAMPLE: A WAVEGUIDE ARRAY COUPLED THROUGH A SELF-FOURIER CAVITY
The self-Fourier cavity is known to support a low-loss in-phase fundamental mode when the lasers in the array are spaced appropriately. 35, 36 The coupling matrix can be found using the method in Appendix A. The nm element of the matrix K SF (ω) is
where f is the effective external cavity round-trip focal length, z R = 1 2 ω c w 2 is the Rayleigh length associated with a gaussian mode of width w and frequency ω, and θ = ωf /c is the on-axis phase shift. The spacing between the lasers is d. The position of the nth laser is x n = d(n − N + 1) ). If the spacing is such that
, then the matrix element expression simplifies to:
The matrix corresponding to Eq. (29) is singular. 35 Since the above simplification works only for the single frequency ω, we cannot simply assume that the coupling matrix is singular for all modes. Figure 3 . Eigenvalue spectrum as a function of frequency for a self-Fourier cavity with inter-cavity spacing corresponding to a frequency of 300 THz (wavelength 1 micron) and identical 5 cm waveguides (left) and disordered waveguides with length mean 5 cm and standard deviation of .2 µm (right).
We now consider a self-Fourier cavity used to couple five lasers with operating frequency close to 300 THz (1 micron wavelength). At these frequencies, the overlap of the lasers affects the properties of the cavity. 35 We use a mode radius of 1nm. If the mode radius is significantly larger at these frequencies, the singularity property of the self-Fourier cavity degrades because mode overlap becomes significant.
Our model allows us to consider the effects of disorder in the laser lengths on coherence in the lowest-loss modes of the full resonator. In order to do this, we must look at the modal amplitude envelopes just outside of the facets of the sub-cavities. These envelopes propagate in free-space to the far-field. If an envelope vector A out (ω) is in-phase then the far-field is coherent. To find the set of eigenvectors A out for a frequency ω we find the eigenvectors of the roundtrip operator defined by
where the nn entry of Γ out is the operator Γ n (ω) defined in Eq. (8) and λ is an eigenvalue.
In Figure 3 , we show the eigenvalue spectrum as a function of frequency for a cavity with central wavelength of 1 micron. In the ordered case (left) and the disordered case (right). The central frequency for the cavity is 300 THz. In both cases, there is only one non-zero eigenvalue, however in the case of identical lasers, the non-zero eigenvalue much larger. To further understand the effect of disorder on synchronization properties, we choose the frequency ω that corresponds to the inter-cavity spacing d about which the self-Fourier cavity is defined and study the eigenvectors. In Figure 3 this corresponds to the lowest frequency where there is only one non-zero eigenvalue. We use frequencies with wavelengths of 1, 2 and 4 microns. The eigenvalues λ i (ω) associated with the eigenvectors A out,i (ω) represent corresponding losses through a round-trip. The loss through a round-trip is a factor of 1 − |λ i (ω)| 2 . Since we are looking at a cavity with loss in the out-coupler, there will be loss in every mode.
We vary the standard deviation of the disorder in the lengths between 0 and 1 micron. We show the average leading eigenvalue of such an array for the range of disorders in Figure 4 . As the disorder increases, the leading eigenvalue quickly drops. Once disorder is sufficiently large compared to the wavelength of the lasers, the average absolute value becomes constant. Figure 5 . Synchronization of leading eigenvector as a function of disorder for wavelengths of 1 µm, 2 µm, and 4 µm. Each point is averaged from 500 randomly generated arrays. Mean laser length is 5 cm with a standard deviation σ.
As the leading eigenvalue decreases, the synchronization level associated with the corresponding eigenvector A * out also decreases until it reaches on average a constant value. We use the Strehl ratio of the eigenvector
to determine whether the mode represents a synchronous state. This is shown in Figure 5 .
Once the array is significantly disordered the first eigenvector begins to represent an asynchronous state. For a synchronous leading mode, disorder must be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength.
When the standard deviation of the lengths is larger than one tenth of the wavelength, coherence of the full cavity modes is lost. When the length difference between any two lasers becomes close to a single wavelength, relative phase differences generated in the inner cavity round-trip become non-negligible, so coherence is quickly lost. The relationship between the disorder magnitude and laser wavelength is apparent in Figure 5 . As the wavelength increases, the cutoff in synchronization increases proportionally. We find that the amplitude envelopes of the mode fields stay the same regardless of disorder, but the phase envelopes become disordered as standard deviation of laser length increases.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a consistent way to find cold-cavity modes for a broad class of laser arrays using FoxLi analysis. In this paper, we consider an array of waveguides, but the formalism can be generalized. The formalism can also be applied to different types of gain media and overlapping mode fields. The full model (resonator modes along with the mode coupling equations) could be used to design passively-phased laser arrays for coherent beam combining, to study dynamical stability, beam quality, and potentially hybrid active/passive phasing methods.
In Section 3 when deriving Eq. (22), we assume that the set of cavity modes for a particular frequency has a bi-orthogonal set. This bi-orthogonal set should be the eigenvectors of the backwards full cavity propagator at the same reference plane. Future work in this area should include a thorough investigation of the bi-orthogonality properties of the resonator modes.
We have not yet considered the dynamical coupled mode part of the model developed in Section 3. This would allow us to understand the role of nonlinearity in mode coupling and in particular if there are ways to use the nonlinearity to minimize losses by compensating for the disorder through refractive index modification. This is the next step in understanding the model.
APPENDIX A. EXTERNAL CAVITY MATRIX
The external propagator maps E out , the total output field of the amplifier array onto the individual inputs E in . Let E ω out (x, y) denote the outgoing field (into the outcoupler) and let E ω in (x, y) denote the field going into amplifier array from the outcoupler. Let G ω (x, y; x , y ) denote the general Green's function such that E ω in (x, y) = G ω (x, y, x , y )E ω out (x , y )dx dy .
This Green's function is dependent on the cavity geometry. 35, 37 For an array of lasers on a single frequency, we have E ω out (x, y) = N n=1 A out,n (ω)U n (x, y) where A out,n is an amplitude and U n is a transverse mode pattern. Eq.(31) becomes:
A out,n (ω) G ω (x, y; x , y )U n (x , y )dx dy
We let E ω in (x, y) = N n=1 A in,n (ω)U n (x, y). Since we assume single transverse mode operation for all lasers, U n (x, y) represents the principal gaussian transverse mode in the nth laser. Thus we have A out,n (ω) U m (x, y)G ω (x, y; x , y )U n (x , y )dx dy dxdy = N n=1 K mn (ω)A out,n (ω), (33) Where the elements of the matrix K(ω) are modal interaction integrals. Note that A in,n and A out,n are as in Figure 2 for the nth amplifier.
